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Editorial

Gaile Griffin Peers

BREXIT still continues to dominate
the news from the UK. For official
news, follow the links UK - EU For
news From Spain see here and here
and for non UK news sources - there
is always El Pais
Locally, the weather is distinctly
chillier, but having recently sampled
coat hugging cold near Madrid, the
warmth of the Mediterranean is
welcome.
National Lottery season is on
us with El Gordo drawn on 22nd
December 2018 and El Niño on 6th
January 2019 - If you have tickets
and would like check if they have
won, ABC has got both a checker and
instructions on how to claim prizes
over 3,000 euros.
For El Gordo see here.
For El Niño see here
Good Luck and keep well :)
If you have news please email:editor@grapevinespain.com
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Dear Friends,
I always enjoy our monthly
appointment in the Grapevine, but
this time it is special. I am writing
this article in a month that means
a great deal to our community.
Christmas is, above all, the
celebration of togetherness, the
time for us to be even closer to
those people who are important
in our life.

Foreword

from the Mayor of Jávea,
José Chulvi

It
emphasises
the
visible
reinforcement of the bonds that
unite us, at the moment when
Europe negotiates the terms of the
Brexit agreement, which seems
especially relevant to me.

As you know, a few days ago the
British consul was again with us to
resolve some of the doubts about
what will happen.
Nobody knows with certainty
what the final scenario will be, but
we do know one thing: neither the
Valencian government, presided
by Ximo Puig, nor the government
of Xàbia which I lead, will leave
you aside.

We were the first town council
in Spain (the first!) to approve a
motion urging the governments of
Spain and the United Kingdom to
reach an agreement that respected
all your rights and also of course,
for those of Spanish citizens living
in England.
The Valencian Community will
ensure that no British resident
loses important services such
as health, education or social
services.

However,
for
these
measures to be effective,
I must remind you, once
again, of the importance
of registering on the
Padron, and the electoral
register.
It’s easy, fast, free and
with many advantages.
In addition, you will be
able to vote on May 26th
in the local elections.
You are an important
part of the life of Xàbia
and we want you to help
us make decisions about
your future.
We want the coexistence
project that we began
together, to continue for
many years.

With regard to other important
issues, I am happy to share two
items of news.
The first is that we have finally
issued the tender for the municipal
swimming pool project. After
a long wait of 13 years, our
government has finally been able
to achieve it, thanks to the support
of the Generalitat Valenciana. It
is a definitive step to achieve this
important infrastructure project.
The other good news is that the
court has found in our favour over
the issue of the Auditorium.
We have been able to dismiss the
company which abandoned the
work and have confiscated the
guarantee deposit of 100,000
euros for our town and can
resume with the project almost
immediately.

Things sometimes cost more than
we would like, but if you keep on
fighting, in the end, you achieve
the desired result.
I hope that you very much enjoy
these special Christmas days with
your families and friends.
Please come to see the lights
that we have set up in each
neighbourhood, the Christmas
trees of the Port, the Arenal and
the Old Town, the Santa Claus
and the nativity scenes ... and as
we say goodbye to this year I leave
you with two thoughts. On the one
hand, we must be content with
everything we have achieved, and
happy to live in such an amazing
place as Xàbia. On the other
hand, we must be convinced that,
as always, the best is just around
the corner, and my sincere wish
is to continue travelling that
fascinating path together with all
of you.

José F.Chulvi,
Mayor of Xàbia

Wishing you a Happy Holiday season.

AccuWeather Forecast for Jávea - December 2018

AccuWeather Forecast for Jávea - January 2019
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More information
Time : 20:00 Area: Casa del Cable
11/23/2018 to 01/12/2019 /
Inauguration of the work "Seriada sobre paper" by
Joan Castejón, artist, painter and sculptor,
considered one of the main representatives of
social realism in the post-war plastic renovation.

Free Exhibitions

More information
Time : 7:00 PM
Area: House of Culture
12/20/2018 /
Award Ceremony of the 12th Nativity Scene
Contest and V "Christmas Stories" Children's
Narration Contest. Other Price free

More information
Time : 7:00 PM
Area: Music Conservatory
12/20/2018 /
In charge of the students of the Conservatori
Professional de Música de Xàbia
Music Free Price

More information
Time : 20:00
Area: House of Culture
12/21/2018
Limited capacity
Music Free price

SPAIN EXHIBITION
Network, Connect, Inspire, Virtual Exhibition

Benitachell Events

Ajuntament del

01

7.30pm
Saturday

AMM STA. MARÍA
MAGDALENA CONCERT
HONOURING STA.
CECILIA

Sta. María Magdalena
Church
10pm. Siblinghood dinner
Municipal Library

From 1 till 15

SIGNING UP FOR
“ESCOLETA DE NADAL”

From 14 till 16

PADDLE TOURNAMENT
AT THE SPORTS SCHOOL

La Font Multisport Area

PRESENTATION OF THE
TALE “THE SECRET OF
THE RAISIN”

Municipal Library

CHRISTMAS MARKET

Mayor, La Pau and
Mercat Streets.

DOCUMENTARY “LES
PESQUERES”

Espai El Molí

NATIVITY SCENE
RECREATION CONTEST

Awards ceremony on the
28th, during “Canta al
Nadal”

14
16
19

7pm
Friday

10am
Sunday

8pm
Wednesday

Signing up till the
20th at the Town
hall

Days 27 and 28/12/2018
2 to 4/01/2019

JANUARY ADVANCEMENT
Wednesday, 2nd – THE THREE WISE MEN’S MESSENGER VISIT. CHRISTMAS PHOTOCALL
Friday, 4th – CHILDREN’S PLAY. THE BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
Saturday, 5th – THE THREE WISE MEN’S PARADE AND GIFT DELIVERY
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CHRISTMAS ACTIVITIES

08
16
24
27
29
30

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

12.30am NATIVITY SCENE RECREATION
INAUGURATION and TREE DECORATION.
Pl. del Mercat.
11.30am CHILDREN’S BATUCADA.
12.30am CHRISTMAS DONKEY ACCOMPANIED BY
LA LLEBETJÀ GROUP. Mayor and La Pau Streets.

The Three
Wise Men 5pm SANTA CLAUS’ COMES TO TOWN.
Comission
Pl. del Mercat.

Thursday

7.30pm TASTE CHRISTMAS. RECREATIONAL SNACK.
CHILDREN’S ACTIVITIES.
8.30pm “WENDO” MAGICIAN PERFORMANCE
Pl. de les Pesqueres

Saturday

7pm CHRISTMAS CIRCUS. Pl. de les Pesqueres

Sunday

7pm MUSICAL COMEDY. “MI PRIMA LA
AMERICANA”. Pl. de les Pesqueres.

A CHRISTMAS FULL OF MUSIC

12

Wednesday

From 17 till 19

19
28

11am BENITATXELL’S CHRISTMAS CONCERT BY
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP. Pl. del Mercat
7pm COSTA BLANCA MALE VOICE CHOIR CONCERT
Sta. María Magdalena Church
7pm AUDITIONS “ MUSIC AND DANCE SCHOOL”

Wednesday

3pm LADY ELIZABETH SCHOOL CONCERT
Sta. María Magdalena Church

Friday

7.30pm CANTA AL NADAL (SING TO CHRISTMAS).
Sta. María Magdalena Church

Benitachell Events

#AGENDAPOBLERA

“Seriada
sobre paper”
The students of plástica and technical
drawing
of the Antoni Llidó
Institute of Xàbia visited yesterday
the exhibition “Work Seriada sobre
paper” of Joan Castejón with their
teachers Elisa Torres and Paola
Soriano.
The students had the opportunity
to know in depth the work of one of
the most representative artists of
social realism and expressionism
of the last decades in the Valencian
Community.
Castejón himself was the one who
explained the exhibition and even
gave them a demonstration of some
of his techniques.
The sample, composed of a
selection of screenprints of original
drawings made from the 60s to the
present and that includes its most
iconic elements such as hands or
mythological characters, is available
to the public at Casa del Cable until
the 12th. January.

Post fire recovery of Granadella
completed

Agenda 21
Update

Christine
Betterton
Jones

Work on the recovery of the
Granadella zone after the devastating
fire of September 2016 has concluded,
a project that has been funded by
a grant from the Diputación de
Alicante worth some 170,000 euros.
Actions have been carried not only
for the environmental and landscape
restoration of the area but also to
prevent a repeat of the destruction
caused by one of the worst blazes in
living memory.
The project has involved the
clearing of trees on municipal lands
as part of the forest fire prevention
initiative, the cutting and treatment
of burnt trees in the Umbría de Les
Cansalades zone and the planting
of new species more resistant to fire
such as carob and wild olive. Terrace
walls have also been restored and
special retaining structures built from
the trunks of burned trees which had
to be removed to stop erosion in the
case of heavy rains. For full story see:
Javeamigos

“Sun Tax” abolition - some
guidelines
Although we still have to be cautious
about the abolition of the sun tax that
was recently approved by the Spanish
Government through Royal DecreeLaw 2018 of October 5th, Silvasol has
published some guidelines to explain
the main benefits for consumers and
producers of this type of renewable
energy. See: Javeamigos for full
details.
Mediterranean
heritage
of
Xàbia explored through two
guided tours
Two special guided routes for all the
family have been organised by the
‘Fundación Oceanogràfic’ through
the campaign ‘Projecte Xàbia’ that
aims to enhance the knowledge
and understanding of the natural
and cultural marine environment
of the area and the importance of
conserving it. The first explores the
world of fishing in the area whilst the
second will be exploring the impact

of different cultures on the coast,
such as the Romans. For full details
see: Javeamigos
JGV Èd Note - this is in addition to
the current project - “Conserving the
biodiversity of sea floors in the town of
Jávea - This pilot project takes a new
approach in the field of conserving
sea floors by involving all the actors
related with them: researchers, public
administrations, local stakeholders
and citizens. The idea is to develop
tools to comprehensively assess and
conserve with all stakeholders.
Estrella Damm beer company
commits to the environment
and reduces Co2 emissions
Damm is committed to improving
the efficiency of its factories and
reducing the environmental impact
of its processes. The company
generates more than 7 million
kWh of renewable electric energy
annually, which has enabled it to
reduce its CO2 emissions by more
than 2,600 tons in its production

and packaging plants. In 2017 alone,
Damm invested more than six million
euros in environmental improvement
activities, such as the implementation
of a circular economy model and the
installation of a programming system
to calculate the water footprint
in all the plants. The company is
currently generating 7,700,000 kWh
of electric power through renewable
energy generation in its factories in
El Prat de Llobregat ( Barcelona ), El
Puig ( Valencia ) and Murcia. From:
Economia Digital
Water Observatory to discuss
sustainable
Mediterranean
gardens
There will be a meeting of the
Water Observatory on Wednesday,
December 12th at 6.00 pm in the
Desalination plant on promoting
awareness
about
sustainable,
low water consumption gardens.
Examples will include the Albarda
Gardens in Pedreguer, and the success
stories of the local company Jardín
Sostenible. Everyone welcome.

International
Mountain Day
December 11th
The UN International
Mountain
Day
December
11th
was inaugurated in
2003 ‘to highlight
the importance of
sustainable mountain
d e v e l o p m e n t
since these zones
provide freshwater,
energy and food, all
resources that will
become increasingly
scarce in the coming
decades’. To mark
this year’s event in
the Marina Alta, the
‘We Love Mountains’
group has arranged
a series of events in
Xàbia. for details see:
Javeamigos

European
Investment Fund
current and pending
projects in Spain

EFSI is an initiative launched jointly
by the EIB Group – the European
Investment Bank and European
Investment Fund – and the European
Commission to help overcome the
current investment gap in the EU.
EFSI is one of the three pillars of
the Investment Plan for Europe that
aims to revive investment in strategic
projects around the continent to
ensure that money reaches the real
economy.
The European Fund for
Strategic Investments

For the latest list of EIB prrojects being
funded in Spain - please follow the link
below
http://www.eib.org/en/efsi/efsi-projects/index.htm?c=ES&se=

Years of crisis have posed a threat
to Europe’s potential for innovative
growth and dulled our competitive
edge. Competitiveness relies on
investment. In Europe, good projects
currently struggle to find investment.
Money is available in the system but
economic uncertainty stops many
investors from taking risks. The
Investment Plan for Europe is putting
our money back to work – for the
benefit of all Europeans.

How does EFSI work?
EFSI is a EUR 26 billion guarantee
from the EU budget, complemented
by a EUR 7.5 billion allocation of
the EIB’s own capital. The total
amount of EUR 33.5 billion aims to
unlock additional investment of at
least EUR 500bn by 2020. EFSI is
implemented by the EIB Group and
projects supported by it are subject
to usual EIB procedures.
What’s the focus of EFSI?
With EFSI support, the EIB Group is
providing funding for economically
viable projects, especially for projects
with a higher risk profile than usually
taken on by the Bank. It will focus
on sectors of key importance for the
European economy, including:
• Strategic infrastructure including
digital, transport and energy
• Education, research, development
and innovation
• Renewable energy and resource
efficiency

• Support for small and mid-sized
businesses
Who can apply for EFSI
financing?
Private sector entities
Large businesses, special purpose
vehicles and medium-sized companies
with up to 3 000 employees (also
called midcaps) can benefit from
project loans or loans to finance
research and innovation. Midcaps
and small companies of less than 250
staff can also apply for growth finance
or intermediated lending provided by
financial partners, and may benefit
from EIF’s intermediated equity or
guarantee products.
Public sector entities
Local authorities, public sector
companies or other governmentrelated entities may benefit from
project loans or loans to finance
research and innovation. Smaller
projects may also be financed
through EIB’s intermediated lending
provided by partner institutions.

Banks, national promotional
banks or other financial
institutions
The EIB provides loans to institutions
acting as financial intermediaries by
financing small investments by SMEs
(less than 250 employees), mid-sized
companies of up to 3 000 employees,
or local authorities.

In particular, EFSI projects need to
be:
• Economically
sound

and

technically

• In at least one of the EFSI eligible
sectors as defined in Article 9 of the
EFSI Regulation

Financial intermediaries may also
benefit from EIB portfolio guarantee
instruments as well as EIF products.

• Contributing to EU objectives,
including sustainable growth and
employment

How are projects selected for
EFSI financing?
To benefit from EFSI resources
deployed through the EIB, your
projects need to undergo the standard
EIB due diligence process. This
process helps to verify if your project
is eligible for EIB financing.

• Mature enough to be bankable

If it is and the operational department
proposes that it be backed by EFSI, it
will be presented to the independent
Investment Committee to decide on
the use of the EU-guarantee.

• Priced in a manner commensurate
with the risk taken
• Following a positive outcome of
the due diligence process, projects
are submitted for approval by the
relevant EIB Group Governing
Bodies.
How should financial institutions
and fund management companies
offering financial products apply for
EFSI financing?

Eligible financial intermediaries wishing to apply for EFSI financing
deployed through EIF should refer to the EIF’s website:
How to apply for EFSI financing
EFSI Equity instrument
For more information on the EIF’s role and activities under EFSI
see:
How does EIF contribute to EFSI.
How should small and medium-sized companies apply
for EFSI financing?
SMEs and midcaps interested in applying for loans and equity capital
under EFSI should contact EIF financial intermediaries directly.
Please note that EIF does not provide funding or guarantees to
individuals or companies and that the final funding approval lies
solely with the financial intermediary. For details see:
EIF for SME finance.
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A Spanglish
Christmas
2018 version

Lynn Cobb

www.learn-aprender.com

These pages can be downloaded and printed
Check the menu bar on the left

www.javeagrapevine.com

Now fully
enhanced for
on-Screen Viewing
including video
and photos

Vintage
Gems
1. Freshen chopping boards by rubbing half a lemon over the surface.
then stand the board for 20-30 minutes and finally rinse it under cool
running water for a fresh lemony smell.
2. To keep fresh vegetables crisp in the fridge, put crumpled newspaper
in the bottom of the vegetable drawer
3. Inky fingers from writing all the cards? Remove ink from skin by
smearing the area with a small amount of margarine and wiping off
with a damp cloth. Now you see it, now you don’t!
4. If your microwave is looking a little jaded, inside, pop in a
heat-proof cup of water with half a lemon and its juice in the
microwave on a high setting for a minute or two. Leave the
mixture in the closed microwave for 5 minutes for the steam to
do its work, then wiping down the inside of your microwave.
is easy pluse the lemon will leave your entire kitchen
smelling clean and fresh!
5. If your patio furniture is rusting with the rain, dab
on some ketchup then rub it away with a cloth – the
rust will lift right off.

Point

male,
Shelter since 08.01.2014
Podenco,
DOB 16.12.2013
50 cm

Point is a very nice and friendly
dog. He has a very positive
attitude, always ready to play or
to go for a walk. He lives in a big
group consisting of males and
females and has no problems with
any of them. He is just waiting for
his new family, ideally with a big
garden, or at least the intention
to regularly take him out for long
walks.

Most of the times we recognise
a certain breed in dogs, but with
Denise we really did not know.
She is a cross of a cross. But one
thing is for sure, she is special and
beautiful! We called her Denise,
because she has as much character
as a human. Because of this,
she will need owners with some
experience, because she has not
learned a lot yet. But if you train
her properly, she will not leave
your side and can accompany
you on visits to the market, to the
beach and on mountain walks.
Denise can be your best friend. At
all times.

Denise
female,
Shelter since 15.03.2012
Crossbreed,
DOB 15.09.2010
53 cm

Xaver,
male,
Shelter since 05.04.2014
Podenco,
DOB 12.11.2012
45 cm

He is a very vivacious dog and
he tends to be dominant and we
therefore never give him male
companions. But he enjoys having
a female friend. He loves running
and barking and maybe he could
serve as a guard
dog although his real nature is
probably the one of a hunting dog.
He should receive owners who
can offer him a big garden and
extensive walks.

PIRAŇA, female, Shelter since
30.06.2015
Podenco, DOB 01.01.2015 – 57
cm
When she came to the shelter, she
was very much afraid of everybody
and everything and we had to
cure her health problems as well.
She is now much better and she
starts to trust us. On the other
hand she has started to play with
her dog friends. She walks well on
the lead and she even follows her
carer without.

Piraña

female,
Shelter since 30.06.2015
Podenco,
DOB 01.01.2015
57 cm

Al-Anon Support Group The AlAnon group for friends or relatives of
alcoholics to share their experiences. No
membership fee. 96 646 3689.
Arsenal Costa Blanca Supporters
Club, meets every match day at
Cheers Bar, Javea Port under the
archway. club matches are shown live.
arsenalcostablanca@gmail.com
ARNAAP - Assoc of Royal Navy,
Army and Air Force Personnel. If
you enjoy lunching in congenial company
join us. It is not essential to be Ex-Service,
just like minded. Call Susan 966 404650,
shollister@hotmail.com
Art Centre Association - Javea
Subjects
Restoration of Porcelain.
Mondays - Antique Valuations in aid
of HELP Monday Mornings Join any
time. Lorely Griffiths, Javea 96 647 20
49. artcentrejavea@yahoo.com www.
facebook.com/ArtJavea
Art Clubs for Oils, Watercolurs, Pastels,
Acrylic now meet in Javea at ArtyFacts,
Denia, Cumbre del Sol & Benimeli. Lesley
Clark 96 579 4462 or lesleyclarkjavea@
gmail.com
Backgammon Club meets on Mondays
at the Grand Cafe residential Toscamar at
20.00. For more information please call
Steve on 96 647 1708 or 635 377 335.

Local
Club
Directory

Benitachell Christian Fellowship
Sun. 11 am in the Arts Museum David
650738638 Ray 96 649 4036
Club de Tenis - includes the over
40s
http://www.clubtenisjavea.com/
clubtenisjavea/
Club Nautico, Javea Yacht Club www.
cnjavea.net
Conservatives Abroad Jávea (JCA)
www.javeaconservatives.com
Crochet & Soft Yarn Club Meets
fortnightly in Javea. lesleyclarkjavea@
gmail.com or 96 579 4462.
Costa
Blanca
Anglo
Spanish
Association Furthering knowledge &
understanding of Spain; history, culture
and institutions. www.anglospanish.org
secretary09@anglospanish.org
Costa Blanca Astronomical Soc.
Meets first Tues of every month at 4
p.m. in Montgó Visitors Centre in Dénia.
Details Ed Morley on 96 574 4612 or
cbastronomy@gmail.com
Costa Blanca Male Voice Choir
rehearse every Tuesday 7-9pm, at Bar
Mediterraneo, Teulada. New members
welcome, no experience necessary. Come
along! Mike Evans 965744577 www.
costablancamalevoicechoir.wikidot.com

Crib Club every Thurs 8pm at Bombers
Bar in the Port
Costa Blanca Yacht Association.
The CBYA welcomes all boat owners - we
meet regularly in Calpe, Moraira & Javea.
Please see our website for details: http://
cbya.org/
Denia Business Network https://
www.facebook.com/groups/
Deniabusinessnetwork
Expatriate Ostomates of Spain EOS
Contact Cynthia on 96 646 0063.
HELP of Denia and Marina Alta
We cover the whole of the Marina Alta
which of course Javea is part of. HELP of
Denia and Marina Alta office 966427044
Hospital Desk 966429346
Javea Book Circle We meet on alternate
Tuesdays at 19.30 for 19.45 at the Centro
Social, behind the Centro de Salud Contact
Eleanor Joy on 96 647 2876
Javea Bridge Club Avda. de Paris 2
visitors welcome, bridge lessons, open
4 afternoons a week, 966 463 671 info@
javeabridgeclub.com
Javea Computer Club (More than just
Computers)
www.javeacomputerclub.
org JCC meets every Mon/Tues and
Thurs morning from 09.30 until 12.30.

Something of interest for everybody;
whatever your ability or knowledge.
We’ve been teaching beginners for over 25
years PCs, ‘Smartphones’, ‘Apple devices’
(iPads, iPhones, Apples), ‘Special Interest
Groups’...e.g. Video Editing, Genealogy

Sat morning 10.00 - 12.00. Calle Mayor
9, Javea Pueblo, old town. Contact Alma
Dorndorf on 96 646 3262 or 636898162

Javea Grapevine Group interact with
The Grapevine readers, contributors
and friends. Add news for the next
issue, via www.facebook.com/groups/
JaveaGrapevine & www.javeagrapevine.
com

Javea U3A - new members welcome.
Anyone interested in joining come to the
monthly general meeting at the Parador
10am on the last Wednesday of the month.
www.u3ajavea.org

Javea International Civic Soc
Enquiries to Jeni Jackson Phillips 96 579
0470, 619 270 493.
Javea International Magic Club For
more information please call - 627 046
897 or 96 579 2808.
Javea International Tennis Club
(JITC) is based at the idyllic setting of the
La Sella Tennis Complex near Pedreguer
Costa Blanca. www.javeatennis.net
Javea
Netball
Club
Playing
Wednesdays, 20.00 - 21.30 at L’Ancora
Playa Tennis club. contact Anita on 96
647 2169 or 660 782 165.
Javea Public Lending Library
Borrow books in English from Javea
Public Lending Library, FREE! The
English section is open every Tues and

Javea School of Bridge and Social
Club Edifico 80, Avenida Tamarits. Tel
96 649 1539.

Jávea Welsh Society - www.
facebook.com/pages/Javea-WelshSociety/553465378018197
Javea Whist Club meets every Mon and
Thurs (7.45 for 8 p.m.) at L’Ancora Playa,
Arenal for progressive partner whist. All
players welcome.
Labour International Javea Monthly
meetings and Social events Lorraine
679231412 or www.labintspain.org.uk
Los Leones - Lions Club meets every
second Tuesday of each month at 19:30
clock (only men) in our club rooms at the
hotel “El RODAT” in Jávea (Urbanizaction
“Tosalet”). every 4th Thursday of the
month will be held an event with ladies
and guests each at 19:30 clock. http://
www.lionsjavea.com/

MABC - Marina Alta Business Club www.
mabc.biz - Contact manager@mabc.biz
MABS Cancer Support Group Jacqui
96 579 4083 or 686 305 006 Brenda 678
843 666 or, for Valencia: Cynthia 652 835
063 Kirsten 646 865 308 Rian 619 876
062 www.mabscancersupport.org
Montgó Vegetarians - eat from
special Veggie menus, but don’t have to
be veggie! https://www.facebook.com/
montgovegetarians
Montgó
Residents´Association
(APMJ) Asociación Propietarios Montgó
Jávea - a non-political and non-profit
Association representing property owners
& residents on the Montgó in Jávea/Xàbia,
Costa Blanca, Spain, all nationalities.
Monthly meetings - multilingual local
residents with homes along the Montgó
- includes access to Neighbourhood
Watch info www.montgoresidents.com
in Spanish, English and German.)
Mujeres Emprendedoras De Jávea
Javea Business Women - meets for lively
business networking! www.facebook.
com/Mujeres.Emprendedoras.de.Javea
New Country Line Dancers. Javea
Beginners: Tues 6.00 - 7.00, Improvers:
Tues 7.00 - 8.00, Church Centre, C/
Favara, Jávea - Intermediate: Wed- 11.30
- 12.30 L’Ancora/Paris 24 - 96 647 0632

Patchwork/Quilters Group meet
Wednesday 10.00 - 13.00 Centre Public
Formacio e Persones Adultos in Calle
Ramon Llido, Javea. Contact 96 579 0086
Peña Javeamigos The international
supporter’s club and now the primary
source of info for CD Javea. For more
details www.javeamigos.com
RAF Association. Meets Los Arcos
Restaurante, Pedreguer (N332, west side)
on the second Monday of each month at
12:00 to 13:00, plus lunch. 966 430 215
Royal British Legion. We now meet
on the 2nd & 4th Tuesday of each month
at Paris 24 ( formerly Lancora Tennis
Club) at the far end of Avd de Paris.
Our meetings start at 11.30am, but from
10.30am on we have a coffee and a chat.
Everybody is welcome to come along, you
do not have to belong to any arms forces
in the pass to join the RBL We have a
wonderful social programme each year.
“ So come along and see what we do,
and hopefully join our branch” You can
contact Pamela Dawes on 96 5790123 or
email pamandrogerdawes@gmail.com
for any further information.
Royal Naval Association,
Costa
Blanca North - Regular events, monthly,
including the annual Trafalgar Night
contact haydn.gunningham@gmail.com

Scottish Country Dancing To book
and for Enquiries please call 96 645 6881.
Stamp Collectors /Philatelists /
Postcards meets - 2nd & 4th Monday
every month 10.00. For more details
please call Derek Guyett on 96 579 5499
or Dave Anderson on 96 647 6034
Stress Busting Yoga Club in Javea
Yoga for beginners. Meets Tues For more
info Maria Palomar on 96 646 0851.
Toscamar Tennis Friends - Friendly
tennis on Mond & Wed 10.00 - 12.00 at
Ciudad Toscamar, Javea. Just turn up or
ring Christine on 96 649 3900
The Firs Nursery Mother & Toddler
Group Mondays 14.00 - 15.30. Children
aged from 18 months to school age. Call
96 647 2929 for more information.
The Javea Players The Javea Players
produce 5 plays a year at Gata theatre and
in their own Studio theatre. Cine evenings
& socials. New members welcome, contact
Cherry on membership.jp@gmail.com or
636 798 109 www.javeaplayers.com
online seat booking available for events.
The Art Society Marina Alta For info.
on our events and venues visit www.
marinaaltaarts.com and for membership
info membership@marinaaltaarts.com

Taoist Tai Chi Society of Javea
Beginners welcome anytime Mon and
Wed 11.30 at Danza Ronda Sur (near
paint shop in old town) Info 649 161 290.
UFO Discussion Research Group
Meets first Friday every month at 10.00
for 10.30 Social Services Centre Javea.
Pres. Jeanine El Khouri. 965795148
Christine Newton 618111376. ufojavea@
gmail.com Facebook www.facebook.
com/UFOandWorldMysteries
Wall Hangings and Rug Making Club
We meet every other Tuesday in Javea
from 09.30 - 12.00. Contact Amanda on
639 987 301 or email amrug@telefonica.
net
Xábia Book Circle We meet on the
first Tuesday of each month in the Centro
Social, Xàbia Old Town, beside the Health
Centre, at 6.30 pm for a 6.45 start. Please
contact Alma Dorndorf on 636898162 or
alma@dorndorf.es
Xabia Rugby Club formally Javea Bulls.
Our 1st Team plays rugby in the Valencia
2nd division with a multi cultural mix of
players and a wide range of ages!
To ADD TO or TO ALTER
the information in this section plese
complete the contact form on

www.javeagrapevine.com

Spain
Regional
Budget
News

Almost half of the autonomous
communities, eight of the seventeen,
will start next year without budgets
and in a good number of cases
because the political landscape has
been complicated by the proximity of
the regional elections in May, which
complicate relations between parties
who have been partners
The socialist governments of
Extremadura, Castilla-La Mancha
and Aragón, and those of the PP of
La Rioja and Castilla y León are
without accounts and at the gates
of the electoral campaign. They are
added Catalonia, Basque Country
and Andalusia, which do not have
autonomous in 2019 and are without
budgets for different reasons.
The extension of the 2018 accounts
does not have to be definitive; A
Budget may be approved in the first
months of the year, but the timetable
is getting closer because at the end
of March the parliaments will be
dissolved for holding the elections.
(El Pais)

Lottery
News
Lottery News
El Gordo’s Christmas Lottery 2018
has distributed more than 12.5 million
euros in the Valencian Community.
In total, administrations from twelve
towns sold a total of 31 tenths of this
first prize in the national lottery.
The lucky populations with some
tenth of the Gordo are: Llíria, Elche,
Alicante, Benidorm, Xàtiva, Orihuela,
Villajoyosa, L’Alcudia, Manises,
Ontinyent, Paterna and Valencia

The public company of Xàbia brings
together the ecological advantages of
“xeriscaping” within its campaign for
a responsible consumption of water
resources.
The xerojardinería is to plan a garden
under the criterion of making a
rational use of water.
In these gardens, as is the case of the
typical Mediterranean garden, large
areas of turf will not predominate
(this is the main water consumer,
taking 70% of the irrigation) and
exotic flowers or plants that require a
lot of water will be discarded.
Among its actions to promote a
more rational consumption of water
resources, the municipal water
company of Xàbia -Amjasa - offered
yesterday a workshop on sustainable
and Mediterranean gardening.
The intention was to give the keys to
achieve a green garden, beautiful and
with flowers all year, but with a much
lower consumption.

Amjasa
offers a
Mediterranean
gardening
workshop

The
training action, aimed at
gardeners
of the municipality,
counted with the advice of the
managers of the local company
Biojardin Sostenible, who explained
some options to replace the lawn as
the cover plants (such as Juniperus or
rosmarinus), the gravel or aggregates,
or the pine barks or pavements. Or
the suitability of integrating other
elements such as pergolas, ponds or
banks.
Also the advantages of planting
native species, in addition to the
lower consumption of water, such
as less need for fertilizers, greater
resistance to inclement weather
or the utility of these plants in
both medicinal and culinary uses,
among others. Above all, the need
to raise awareness that invasive
plants are the 2nd cause of global
biodiversity loss was highlighted. In
the workshop, organized within the
actions proposed in the Observatory
of Aigua, the example of the garden
of l’Albarda (in Pedreguer) was also
known, a “demonstrative” experience

of the organization
Fundem that - in an
area of ??50,000 m2,
It has more than 700
species of native plants,
some of them endemic.
A garden that shows the
great diversity of our
flora, which stands out
for its beauty in each of
the seasons, and which
is managed with the
strictest sustainability
criteria.
In addition to its great
botanical biodiversity,
l’Albarda is also a
cultural and identity
claim, since it recreates
the ancient Valencian
Renaissance gardens,
influenced by all the
cultures that have
left their mark in the
area, such as Iberians,
Phoenicians, Romans,
Carthaginians or Arabs,
among others.

The State
grants Xàbia
21,000 euros
towards the
fight against
gender
violence

Xàbia will receive a transfer of 21,654
euros from the State in support of
actions to combat gender violence.
Through a resolution of the Ministry
of the Presidency, the Government
supports the development of the State
Pact on gender violence, approved
by the Congress of Deputies in
September 2017. And of the global
budget, a fifth has been reserved
to be directly managed by the City
Councils, considering them the basic
administration of the State, “the
closest to the citizenship and the one
that best knows the reality they govern
and, therefore, the best institution to
attack from the base all violence on the
woman”. The Councilor for Equality,
Montse Villaverde, has shown her
satisfaction at the fact that, at last, the
State demonstrates its commitment
to eradicate this scourge of society
by providing economic funds and
returning the powers of intervention
to the City Councils.
“It has been a claim for many years
and for this reason it is a source of joy
to see that this plan is finally endowed
economically,” said Villaverde.

Check your tickets – you could
be one of the lucky winners!
The volunteers of The Original Charity Shop and Library
would like to wish everyone a
Merry Christmas and a very
Happy New Year 2019.
The shop is closed now until
Thursday, 27th December.
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E. Bamford
Cozy Murder Mysteries www.ebamford.com

Local
Authors
whose books
are available in English

Michael Bennis
YA Fiction
http://www.cmichaelbennis.com/blog
Karla Ingleton Darocas
Healthy Cake Recipes
www.karlacakes.com
William Daysh
Historical Fiction (Navy WW1)
www.williamdaysh.com
Hilary Coombs
Modern Fiction
www.hilarycoombes.info
Tamsin German
Chakras and Healing
www.tamsingerman.com

If you are aware of any local
authors who are not in this list
please visit the Enquiries page
on www.javeagrapevine.com
and let us know, we will be
happy to include them

Vonnie Giles
Short Stories
www.vonniegiles.com
Gina Gatoli King (and Karen Mullally)
Biography www.oioisaveloy.info
Mai Griffin
Supernatural Mysteries
www.maiwriting.com

Ken Hughes
Scientific Theory
www.amazon.co.uk/Binary-Universe-Ken-Hughes/dp/0956800211
Jalon Valley Writers Group
Short Stories from
Gail Tucker, Agnes Hall, Sheila Skinner,
Avner Kornblum, Vivien Johnson,
Paul Shearer Walmsley, Jean M. Watson,
Colin Hall & Deborah Grant
www.allinthemix.info

Picked and Mixed
includes Short Stories from local authors

Gail Tucker, Sheila Skinner, Jennifer Nesteroff,
Linda McGillycuddy, Irene Hogg, Sue Frost,
Tony Henderson, Michael A.W.Griffin (19282005), Mai Griffin, Gaile M. Griffin Peers,
Vonnie Giles, William Daysh MBE, Andy
Crabb, Margaret Cornwell

www.pickedandmixed.com
Norman MacRitchie Reeley
Terrorism Thrillers
www.amazon.co.uk/Norman-MacRitchie-Reeley/e/B00ERYQMXY

Maya Middlemiss
User Testing and Qualitative Research
www.sarosresearch.com/researcher/saros-approach/the-participant-principle.html

Alan Warner
Surreal Black Comedy
https://www.goodreads.com/author/
show/29842.Alan_Warner

Jana Petken
Historical Fiction
www.janapetkenauthor.com

Kerry Webber
Javea Guide and Non Fiction
www.kerrywebber.com/articles.html

George J. Thomas
Espionage Thrillers
www.georgejthomas.com

Edward Henry Weinel
Post War Novels - in the Aviation Industry
www.edwardweinel.com

Adam Simmons
Business Planning in Transport
http://adamsimmons.biz/business-planning-in-transport/

Cornelius Maria Wiedenhoff
Javea’s History
www.casitasiberica.com/javea-news2014/
Fascinating-History-of-a-Small-Town.php

Restless Echoes
A ghostly dog, a strange
lady and the confused
memories of a young girl are
about to complicate Polly,
Sarah and Clarrie’s lives.
Unravelling the mysteries
is going to need all of them
working together and will
put the family and their
circle of friends at risk.
Unravelling two horrific
crimes, they must find a
murderer before he strikes
again.

‘Two Up’ is a collection of aviation
anecdotes and photographs going
back to the brothers’ early fascination
with aircraft in the sixties.
It includes a wealth of inside
information. Now out as a second
edition in Hardback
ISBN 9781908135391
£29.99
Colour and B/W Photos
Hardback

Following the success of Two Up, in
Two Up Down Under, Ron and Jim
enjoy a road trip around Canberra
and the Riverina in Jim’s 50-year
old VW Kombi. The journey and
the story of Miss October includes
over 190 original photos with a
focus on flying and vintage aircraft
in Australia.
ISBN 9781908135681
£29.99
Full Colour Photos
Hardback

www.uppbooks.com
Fiction
non-Fiction
Adult
Cozy Mysteries
YA
Children

Javea Based
U P Publications

Sadly no longer with us but
their words live on
Chester Himes (1909 - 1984)
American Author - Detective stories
Lived in Moraira
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/authors/13050/chester-himes
Max Mundy (1916 - 2006)
Sylvia Anne Matheson - Adventure Stories
http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/matheson-sylvia-writer-traveler-archeologist
Brian Orgill
Psychological Drama by the late Brian Orgill
www.brianorgill.com
Charlene Quince
Non-Fiction about Javea and Fiction - now
deceased - www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_
byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&text=Charlene+Quince&search-alias=books-uk&field-author=Charlene+Quince
Sylvia Schofield (1916 - 2006)
Non-Fiction - Lived in Javea
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1514823/
Sylvia-Schofield.html
Anne Weale - Jay Blakeney (1929 - 2007)
Romantic Novels lived in Javea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anne_Weale
Lesely Welsh
Gangster Novels - www.lesleywelsh.com

Travels With
A Paintbox

Robert
Sedgley

Maybe it was growing up on a
characterless housing estate in the
post war Industrial Midlands, a period
which, although a happy time, seems
in memory far from being fields of
rosy tints, but rather a little way up
the grey scale of general drabness,
that led me to escape when possible
to seek more colourful hours in the
countryside.
I was brought up a cyclist, so
Sundays from my earliest memory
represented an escape from the city,
and it was on a bike aged eighteen
that I first visited Spain, with my
brother and two friends on a tour of
the Pyrenees.
In those days even the busiest
roads were almost devoid of traffic
and we could leave our mounts with
full saddlebags undisturbed by the
side of the road while we rooted
around mountain villages in search
of lunch or a bed for the night.
On leaving Junior Art School where I learned the art of lettering,
a study which developed a sense of
design and spacing, so important to
the burgeoning artist - age fifteen, I

became a silk screen printer, and later
a poster writer. Then, looking for a
more remunerative and satisfying
prospect I trained as an art teacher,
a career which took me to the green
fields and woods of Hertfordshire.

My next brush with Spain came
in 1980 when, looking for an escape
route in the school holidays, my wife,
Jean, and I bought an apartment near
the beach in Calpe.

The days were full of sunlight - the
tanned bodies, the bright colourful
costumes and towels, and the purple
shadows beneath sunshades, the
deep emerald and prussian blues of
the sea infused my paintings; and in
the evenings the orange light on the
Peñon and the gorgeous sunsets, gold
and red streaking ultramarine clouds
piled up on a sky fading to delicate
shades of turquoise on the horizon
warmed my soul.
Holidays in Spain weren’t enough,
and after twenty years of teaching
we made our permanent home in
a whitewashed village amongst the
orange groves. It was, however, the
white walled village streets which
provided a canvas for purple patterns
of shadow, doors, windows and
flowered balconies which became the
main motive of my watercolours.
Another escapee from the daily
grind in our village was Gill, a nurse
tutor. She had retired early so looking
for a way of occupying her time with
something more useful than painting
under my tutorage she volunteered
to work in Uganda.

We followed her there for three
weeks, resulting in a number of
watercolour studies of the people and
the buildings.
When her next assignment came
up in Sri Lanka in 1998, naturally being
her groupies, we went there. She met
us off the plane and whisked us up to
the ancient capital of Kandy, site of
the famous Temple of the Tooth, and
installed us in a bungalow guesthouse
with the delightful Dunawile family;
a place which has since become to us
our second home in the world.
We paid the grand total of three
pounds a night for bed and breakfast.
You always know that you have
become part of the extended family
when you are invited to dine in the
kitchen. During that three weeks we
toured ancient cities, cave temples
and the World Heritage Site of Galle
Fort, where we stayed in the New
Oriental Hotel, reputed to be the oldest
hotel on the island. The peninsula of
Galle, had been fortified first by the
Portuguese but derives much of its
character from the Dutch occupation
with its verandahed houses and stone

ramparts, later enlarged
by the British.
For a few days in
January, Galle is taken
over by the GLF, one
of the largest literary
festivals in Asia, hosting
local and international
authors, but at the time
of our first encounter it
was a slightly run down
sleepy working town
with grass growing at
the edges of its narrow
dusty lanes; if you were
in need of a drink you
had to go to a hotel, or
one of its many guest
houses.
The
first,
tiny
cafe, Anura’s, opened
two years later and
comprised of two tables
on the narrow verandah
and two more in the
road sheltered from
the noonday sun under
beach umbrellas.
Now Anura has

moved to larger premises, the Fort
is busy with traffic and tourists,
boutique shops and hotels have
moved into many of the beautifully
restored Dutch houses, the roads
are paved with fake cobblestones
unencroached by a single grass blade
and Anura is in competition with over
a hundred restaurants and eateries.
In January this year, as part of the
Art Trail during this year’s festival, my
book ‘Travels With a Paintbox’ was
launched, along with an exhibition of
illustrations, at the old colonial style
Closenberg Hotel, across the bay
from the Fort.
It was on a brief visit to the
capital, Colombo, on our first trip
to the green and alluring island of
Serendib (one of the old names for Sri
Lanka, and the noun from which we
derive the term serendipity, or happy
chance) that a happy chance meeting
with S.H.Sarath, one of Sri Lanka’s
most important artists, led to my
first exhibition two years later in his
studio: a small show of watercolours
opened by the then British High
Commissioner, Linda Duffield, which

led to a larger show the following year
in the Institute of Architects.
One day a large lady breezed
into this exhibition like a galleon
in full sail with the remark ‘’well,
we have managed to find this place
amongst all the roadblocks’’ (the
Institute is located near the Prime
Minister’s house and amongst many
foreign embassies, and during those
uncertain days of possible action by
the Tamil tigers was a high security
zone) and ‘’some of these buildings are
illustrated in my book; you know my
book don’t you?’’ And I am thinking
‘’who is this woman?’’
She continued: ‘’why are you
here, anyway?’’ So I explain that I
had been invited, and most of my
paintings are of buildings (perhaps I
am really a frustrated architect) then:
‘’you should be in Barefoot, go and
see Dominic.’’ Light dawns – this is
Barbara Sansoni, founder of the most
prestigious craft shop and gallery in
Colombo, and Dominic is her son,
photographer and now director of
the business.
After a couple of exhibitions at

Barefoot Dominic suggested
that I do a book.
‘Travels With a Paintbox’
is the fruit of twenty years
of visiting Sri Lanka, and
comprises
two
hundred
paintings and drawings, from
holy sites to humble dwellings,
from tea estates to local life.
The pages are further
adorned with my sometimes
quirky notes and reminiscences
and the book is completed
with a text giving the historical
background to each section by
Dr P.K. Paranavitana, a noted
local authority, and a gazetteer
with commentaries on the
main buildings.
So, not only a picture
book to delight art lovers, but
hopefully an informative travel
guide and souvenir for visitors
to this jewel in the Indian
Ocean.
Further information about
the book can be found on the
website:
www.travelswithapaintbox.
weebly.com

Alcala de Henares

WABAS
2018
extracted,
with permission from
Anything But Paella

Russ
Pearce

WABAS,
or
more
precisely the group
of Writers and Bloggers
about Spain, is a group
of writers and bloggers
who publish content
about Spain in English.
This was the ninth time
that they have gathered
together
to
share
experience and ideas,
and what an incredible
group of people they are.
Thankfully there were
no TV appearances this
time!
This year’s meet-up was
in the beautiful town
of Alcala de Henares,
just outside Madrid. It’s
known as the birthplace
of Cervantes as well as the
city where Christopher
Columbus
had
his
audience with Queen
Isabella to fund his trip
to the New World!

Those who stayed in town were
treated to the lovely Evenia Boutique
Hotel. A word to the wise though, the
rooms are quite intimate so if you
are sharing, make sure you are good
friends. The glass fronted shower
doors enter right into the rooms!
The accommodation was just round
the corner from our meeting room,
appropriately called La Casa del la
Entrevista as it sits on the spot where
Columbus met the Queen.

On the Saturday morning we
welcomed representatives from
the Ayuntamiento who told us
something of the history of the
building in which we were meeting.
Next, Maureen, who lives locally,
told us about the exciting project she
is currently pursuing. She is writing a
book about the history of Alcala and
after hearing her impassioned talk, I
can’t wait to get my hands on a copy
some time early next year.

The
weekend
began
the
Friday
evening
the Tempranillo restaurant.

Next up was Molly from one of Spain’s
most successful blogs, Piccavey, who
gave us some advice about trying to
make money from our blogs. Thanks
to what she said, I’m wondering about
a “buy me tapas” button somewhere
on this page!!

on
in

There we renewed our acquaintances
and made new friends over a glass
or two of wine and some tapas. We
were given some creative tasks to do
our best to fulfill over the weekend,
and put into groups. Anna (who built
a theatre in the Alpujarras – check
out Me Vuelves Lorca) and Alicia
(who writes as Andalucia Inland)
were responsible for the ensuing
madness!

Following on was Cepee who runs
the Madrid Bloggers Network as well
as writing a blog for women who
want to travel, She Hit Refresh. We
were given some great ideas about
growing and engaging our Facebook
communities.

Embarrassing moment – where it all started!

A bit of self-promotion came next as
I talked about my journey around the
world teaching English as a foreign
language and sought ideas to develop
my current Aviation English project.
Maya followed me to talk about her
innovative Blocksparks project which
has reaped rewards after a turbulent
year in both her personal and private
life. If you ever want to know anything
about Blockchain technology, you
know where to look.

Joshua then entertained us with tales
of superhero milkman, Milky. His
comic reached its Kickstarter target
at the second time of asking, and
lessons learned from the first failed
attempt were shared. Marietta then
shared her experience of setting up
her podcast at Project Pod.
After a round-table discussion about
new websites and gadgets that we
have all discovered over the past year,
Merilyn entertained us with tales of

flamenco from Jerez. You can read
more at Food and Flamenco.
Then Shaheen, organiser of the whole
shebang, wrapped things up for the
day before we went out for the evening.
The Christmas market meant places
were generally too packed to fit us
all in, but we eventually managed to
squeeze in to Mar Salada.

Sunday morning began with me sat
by myself in an empty room and
wondering if I had got the start
time wrong! Eventually I had some
colleagues though, and Shaheen
kicked proceedings off with a
discussion about our challenges over
the past year and our goals for the year
ahead. She used her business, Vera
Content, to illustrate what she had
achieved.

Anna and Alicia then had us doing all
sorts of crazy activities designed to
get the creative juices flowing. This
culminated in the Great WABAS Egg
Race where we used straws and paper
to build a contraption capable of
protecting a raw egg on a two storey
fall. Luckily two out of three teams
completed the task successfully, so
there wasn’t much mess to clean up!!

Next we had a whistlestop tour of
the town. It was amazing to see the
old buildings, the storks and the
crowds who were out in force to see
the Christmas market. Our guide
used photographs of the town before
restoration to show the damage that
had been caused to this beautiful
place by the civil war.

The post-restoration view is in stark
contrast to the horrors of conflict.
We had an excellent lunch in La
Posada Magistral before saying our
goodbyes.
A good time was had by all and we
can’t wait to meet up again somewhere
else next year.

Also in attendance were:
Gaile from Javea Grapevine
Author Mai Griffin
Talented pianist, Hannah Gracey
Sarah from My Guide Alicante
John from Eco Vida Homes
and Katherine who has moved to
Spain from the USA to trace the
footsteps of her grandfather, a famous
pre-Civil War actor.

Be Enchanted
by
Architectural
and Spiritual
Medieval
Xàbia
by Arts Historian and Educator,
Karla Darocas, Hons. B.A.
(SpainLifestyle.com)
* Copyright photos and text : Karla Darocas 2018 *

Historically, settlers of many diverse
cultures have populated and enjoyed
this exclusive spot. The name could
very well come from the Arabic “Xibìa”,
which means “abundant”. Xàbia or
Jávea is a Valencian coastal town in
the Marina Alta region (Alicante).
It has always been a privileged and
strategic Mediterranean location
enticing ancient Greeks, Romans,
Arabs and Christians.
MEDIEVAL FORTIFIED
PARISH CHURCH
Today, the most impressive structure
of this town is the parish church of
San Bartolomé.
It is a royal treasure, a Valencian
Gothic / Isabelline gem combining
exquisite aesthetics with military
defensive features like a watch tower,
roof top parapet and «murder holes».
For centuries Xàbia was a coastal
settlement that fell victim to many
threats, attacks and incursions
arriving by the Mediterranean sea.

In order to combat these assaults and
to protect its people, Xàbia developed
a defensive style town with strong
stone walls, military lookout towers
with a beautiful fortress church.

Over the decades, and three major
eras of wealth and expansion,
Xàbia has preserved some gems of
architecture and history. For students
and art lovers, Xàbia is a great place
to study your History of Fine Arts
and Architecture with a focus on the
regional Mediterranean history and
culture.

MEDIEVAL ERA - BRIEF HISTORY
As with all of the Valencian region,
it was the medieval King of Aragon,
Jaume I, who in 1244 claimed Xàbia
for the Christians and set about
the long and unstable process of
populating the town. The revolts of
Al Azraq slowed down the process of
re population.
It was not until 1397 that Xàbia
obtained its village title. By this time,
the medieval village had grown into a
network of narrow streets with a good
defensive perimeter wall. The layout
would correspond to the current
streets of Roques, Ronda Sud, Sant
Josep, Verge del Pilar, Pastores,
Príncep d’Astúries and Ronda Nord.
Within this primitive town there
was a fortified tower built on top of a
previous Arab tower called the Torre
d’Encairat. Close to this tower was
constructed a primitive Christian
church that utilized the foundations
of a captured Arab farmhouse.
Xàbia remained a tiny rural Medieval

outpost until the beginning of the
16th century when due to the growth
of the community, the walls had to be
set back into the new open roads.
PORTALS
THROUGH
FORTIFIED WALLS

THE

The defective portals in and out of the
village were marked as the Portal del
Clot (1554), Portal de la Mar (1561)
and Portal de la Ferraria (1637).
Etymologically, the name of “Clot”,
derives from the word Cros, which
means bottom of the town.
“Mar” is sea, so we can derive that
door exits in the direction of the sea.
“Ferraria” is a reference to the Cape of
San Antonio. In the era of the Roman
occupation, the Cape was called the
“Promontory of Ferraria”, meaning a
point of high land that juts out into a
large body of water; a headland. This
is where one of the very first Christian
Religious Orders from North African,
led by Donato Servetian, built a small
community to flee persecution.

It was called the the Servitano
Monastery. A Roman from the
Valencian region, a noble woman
named Minicea, assisted them in
settling up.
TOSCA BUILDING MATERIAL
To aid in the new Christian growth,
a building material called “tosca”
was introduced. It is a durable,
honey coloured sandstone which was
excavated from the shoreline and
seaside caves. This rock of calcareous
origin was formed in the sand dunes
thousands of years ago and has been
extracted in this region for several
centuries. At the beginning of the
1970s, new environmental protection
laws prohibited the extraction of the
sand stone.
The medieval fortress church of San
Bartolomé was enlarged in 1513 with
tosca stone blocks.   This reformation
work was paid for by the patrons of
the village who had plenty of money
thanks to their royal affiliations.

Bernardo de Sandoval (1502-1536 )
was the 2nd Marquis of Denia and
uncle to Don Francisco Gómez de
Sandoval, 1st Duke of Lerma.
Sandoval married Francisca Enríquez
y Luna, the cousin of King Fernando.
This was a direct relationship with the
most famous medieval queen, Isabella
and her husband King Fernando.
Both Sandoval and Enríquez have a
family shield each above the church’s
main portals enhanced with floral
wreaths to show their patronage.
REFORM AND BUILDER
Under the direction of a master
builder Domingo de Urteaga, the
fortress church was aggrandized with
a large Valencian Gothic nave and
apse with three chapels on each side
framed by buttresses.
The outside as well as the inside
chapels were decorated in honour
of Queen Isabella with her chosen
style of naturalist flora designs, royal

crowns, gargoyles, orbs, pinnacles,
ogee arches and heraldic shields of the
patrons. The style was appropriately
called “Isabelline” architectural
design.
In 1931 San Bartolomé was declared
an Artistic Historical Monument.
Alas, it was badly raided and burned
in the Civil War of 1936 and the
remarkable altar and other historical
relics were stolen or destroyed.
Artfully Yours,
Mrs. Karla Darocas (Hons.B.A. Fine
Arts)
info@SpainLifestyle.com
www.SpainLifestyle.com
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The PP launch
a Christmas
greeting video

Article submitted by
The Partido Popular

The PP launch a Christmas greeting
video on social networks The Popular
Party of Xàbia calls the neighbors to
“get excited” with 2019 The candidate
for mayor, Rosa Cardona, encourages
“believe that anything is possible”
and hopes that the next year “is of
great changes” 21, December, 2018. The Popular Party of Xábia makes an
appeal to the neighbors to “return to
be deluded” in the year 2019, in which
municipal elections will be held. The
popular have launched a video on
social networks for the holidays in
which his candidate, Rosa Cardona,
encourages “believe that anything is
possible.” The PP hope that 2019 “is
a year of great changes and in which
all the purposes come true because
attitude, desire and work can do
everything”.
In the video, which is only a minute
long, you can see Cardona buying
at the municipal market and several
family scenes with a Nativity and
a Christmas tree. The mayoral
candidate urges to “return to illusion

and believe that everything is possible”
before an “exciting” 2019. Cardona
asks the xabieros “to extend the
Christmas spirit”, which recommend
“focus on what is really important “ In
this way, the Popular Party of Xábia
congratulates the Christmas parties
to the neighbors in the desire that
“they are full of joy.”

The Cirne
de Xàbia
Foundation
launches the
Nits de Tinta
exhibition
about
fisheries

The Cirne de Xàbia Foundation
hosts until the end of February the
exhibition ‘Nits de Tinta. A singular
art of fishing ‘that compiles a series
of photographs of Jake Abbott and
Felipe Escolano belonging to his work
of divulging a traditional fishing art
as rooted in municipalities such as
Xàbia and Poble Nou de Benitatxell
such as’ Les Pesqueres’.The mayor,
José Chulvi, and the head of the
Heritage service of the Generalitat,
Marta Ponce, attended the opening
of this exhibition subsidized by the
Ministry of Education, Research,
Culture and Sports and after Xàbia
will visit other points of the Marina
Alta. The photographer Jake Abbott
has explained the peculiarities of the
fishermen, platforms of reeds that
were installed on the walls of the
cliffs from where they fished during
the winter nights. Access to fishing
was intricate through rudimentary
ropes and ladders and the claim was
the lighting of a light that attracted
squids, cuttlefish and rockfish, which
is why this practice is also known as
‘Encesa’.

The
photographic
exhibition
recovers the tanned faces of the
last fishermen and is a prelude to a
thematic documentary about this
unique fishing art of our culture and
probably unique in the world. Nits de
Tinta is just one part of the extensive
work of Abbott and Escolano, who
for years have documented portraits
of women and men fishermen, details
of the fisheries and panoramic views
of the coast where they were located.
The authors also work on the edition
of a Photo Book.

The mayor, José Chulvi, described
the project as “spectacular and very
interesting”, as it witnesses part of our
heritage “emotional, scenic, cultural
and social and because it dignifies
the work of these fishermen”, while
thanking the Generalitat its support
and sensitivity to cultural initiatives
like this one. Also Cirne Foundation,
which has given its exhibition space
for the public to enjoy the exhibition,
which will be open until the end of
February from 18 to 21 hours.

The Radars de Xàbia program detects
in its first year 78 cases of elderly
people at risk of isolation.

In 2018
Javea’s
RADARS
Project
identifies
78 cases of
isolation

This community project will deploy
its telephone follow-up platform in
2019 and encourages them to join as
volunteers
Xàbia. Wednesday, December 19,
2018. The Department of Social
Services of Xàbia has taken stock of
the first year of the Radars community
project, designed to reduce unwanted
loneliness and the risk of isolation in
elderly people who live alone or who
lack family support.
The first phase of this plan, which
involves the involvement of different
sectors and collaborating agents,
has been the location of the most
vulnerable. In total 78 have been
detected, the great majority of
British origin, and to a lesser extent,
Germans. Also, although in a more
minority way, there are of French,
Belgian and Spanish origin.

The detections have been made
mainly through the Local Police,
Health Center and the Red Cross,
although there are also cases that
have been notified at a particular
level of citizens and neighbors close
to the users, achieving one of the
main objectives of the program that
is “strengthen co-responsibility
between public administration and
civil society, “explains Councilwoman
Pepa Gisbert.
Gisbert recalls that the philosophy of
this project is to make society aware
of how to act as a radar in front of this
problem: being alert to any change
in routine, behavior or appearance,
which may indicate that someone
needs some kind of help.
Regarding the 78 localized cases,
Social Services has assessed them
individually and incorporated each
one into the most appropriate
programs: from the home help
service, telecare, menjars to home,
Dependency law, financial and
individualized assistance, in addition

to offer socio-educational support,
volunteering and support, followup through the Radars project
itself or help in the management
of documentation for other social
resources.
Throughout this process, the
municipal area has coordinated with
the Health Center and the health
services.
One of the main objectives of this
program for 2019 is to launch all the
services linked to volunteering, such
as the telephone tracking platform.
To do this, they ask people “to have a
sensitive and respectful look towards
older people” who join in and thus
contribute to make life more pleasant
and easier for others.
For more information you can write
to radarseniors@xabia.es, contact by
phone 96.579.41.42 or go personally
to the Department of Social Services
by appointment.

Radars was activated a year ago
as a response to the aging of the
population in the municipality of
Xàbia, as more and more elderly
people live alone or isolated, with
difficulties, or do not have support
networks.
The two main difficulties of this
program are geographically in Xàbia, the population is very
scattered, making contact between
them difficult, many of them live in
residential areas of chalets, located
in beach, mountain, and urban
areas. language.
Many of the elderly are of foreign
origin and do not speak Spanish,
interact in small groups of the same
nationality and have little contact
with social and public resources in
the area, thus increasing the risk of
isolation and loneliness.
These people also do not have many
support networks, since the extended
family usually resides abroad.

HELP

JAVEA AREA INFORMATION
Javea Area Co-ordinator :- 634 388 446.

We are a small band of friendly volunteers and we cover the area from Javea
Port to Cap de la Nau, inland through Montgo southern slopes to Gata de
Gorgos.
We try to support those living in our area with advice and practical short term
assistance, and we also take people to hospital appointments.
Volunteers living in our area are involved in assisting the local English speaking population with advice, information and practical support where possible. The working language of the group is English, but we have a number of
fluent Spanish speaking members.
We cannot give financial advice or provide nursing care, but will perhaps
know someone who can help.
HELP has an Activity Centre in La Xara which is available as a community
resource as well as being used for various Help related activities. If you need
space for a U3A activity or for a club meeting then please give us a call.

RE-Vamp
Shabby Chic
Find the beauty in tired and worn
items All enquiries welcome
and commissions undertaken

697 813 731

The start of
Christmas
Santa Llúcia

The PARADOR OF JÁVEA
AT ARENAL OVERLOOKING THE
BAY OF JÁVEA
ENGLISH TEA at the JÁVEA
PARADOR
EVERY THURSDAY!
We celebrate that these superb teas
have become such a popular and well
established feature of Jávea life THAT
THEY HAPPEN EVERY THURSDAY
….. and if you haven’t yet been – don’t
hesitate ! The hotel offers perfectly
made tea (incl. Earl Grey) as well
as cucumber sandwiches, delicious
scones (with clotted cream and red
jam) and carrot & walnut cake and a
glass of cava to finish. A delight.  Yes,
readers .... this is a triumph and all for
€12. Because the teas have been so
successful it remains essential to
book [96 579 0200].  Make up a small
group - and book early. One may
safely ignore the single (negative)
entry at Trip Advisor from 2013!
The planned closure of the Jávea
Parador has been postponed until
later in 2019.

RESTAURANTS
OF JÁVEA
& environs
PLEASE TELL US ABOUT YOUR
EXPERIENCES TO
gastro@campobello-javea.es

Prices are only a rough guide.
* = A MICHELIN STAR
"f." means when closed (fermé) / tlj
(tous les jours) = 7/7 = everyday
We would be most grateful if readers
would please be so kind as
to send their comments to gastro@
campobello-javea.es and
also advise us of price changes / errors
BOOKING: Good restaurants are
always busy; best to book.

(Jávea), Quique Dacosta (Denia)
and Casa Pepa (Ondara). Reports,
especially from serious gastronauts,
are consistently full of praise. Their
wine cellar has over 400 entries from
all over Spain, including the most
prestigious ones. Let the sommelier
advise you which wine is best to
accompany your meal selection.
Booking strongly recommended.   
Guests can choose from one of
the following menus:
SAL: € 89 pp Wine: € 62 pp
SOL: € 109 pp Wine: € 77 pp
TIEMPO: € 135 pp Wine: € 90 pp
On request, Alberto will prepare
a shorter (and quicker) lunch for
business people. This will only be
served from Tuesday to Friday. The
Wine Pairing of course is optional,
and it means a glass of a very suitable
wine is served automatically with
each course.
f. Sunday p.m & Monday. During the
summer all Sundays opened and also
on Monday evening. Tel: 96 508 4440
/ Reservations: http://bonamb.com/

JÁVEA’s & environs : TOP
MENUS- DEL- DÍA  
[ between €14 - €22 : fuller details in
text ]
Many restaurants are now producing
menus-del-día of such outstanding
quality that we thought it best to
recognise their achievement in listing
them here. Fuller details in the main
text.
Amarre 152   -   Masena   -   PiriPiri  -  Bohème - La Plaza - Los
Remos de la Nao -  Le Gourmand
- Sofia’s (Thurs. only)  -  Tosca  Jávea Golf Club - Ca’Pepe
(Moraira) - Essencia (Jávea old
town) - Sotavent - Venta de Posa
(nr. the mosque tower on the
Marriott-to-Denia road) - Volta
i Volta (Jávea old town).
JÁVEA’s post-cinema < Bacon &
Eggs OR TAPAS ! >
We have experienced nearly all
the snack/coffee bars in the port
area and nominate :
Restaurante CA TOMACA :
Andrés Lambert 1, Jávea puerto - as

the best of them for bacon & eggs (with
excellent chips) for a snack after the
movies at Cine Jayan - although we
find they tend to close too early ! Tel:
96 646.3283
OR - for something more serious (like
quality tapas ... ?)
BAR-RESTAURANTE SABOR A
MI : Just up from the Jávea cinema
on left opp. the “rough” car park.
Charming location & friendly service.
Tapas from €5 - €9 + some main
courses. Very low muzak.
Tel: 96 611 8535 / Mob: 677 134086 /
Open 7/7 till midnight.
E-mail : sanriva-15@hotmail.
com
If you are very hungry, and
requiring a more substantial
meal, then visit CASA de la
PIZZA (formerly LA RENDA) or
SOTAVENT both next door to
the cinema - and both excellent.
ALSO see BONAPATA (Av.
Lepanto 2).

IN A CLASS OF THEIR OWN
(from €35+ per head)
Restaurante LA BOHÈME (Jávea,
Arenal beach front) : This restaurant
is now regarded as the best of the
French styled/owned restaurants
on the Arenal beach front (Los Remos
de la Nao & La Perla are two others).
Fine tapas, superb steaks. Menu del
dia €18.95. Consistently excellent
reports throughout the summer but
comments say this is an expensive
place (revealed, perhaps, by the
excellent refurbishment). Parador
end of Arenal promenade.
Tel : 96 579.1600 / open daily /
Muzak tolerable.
http://www.
javeacompany.com/javeacompany/
boheme/index.html
Restaurante EL CAMPO : On the
right side (of the approaching lefthanded bend) on the Benitachell road
after the Jávea Bowling Club. This
restaurant (empty for over 12 years)
has now been subjected to a truly
superb and thorough refurbishment
providing a beautiful rural atmosphere

The Butcher’s Block
Our excellent butcher has closed
but he hasn’t disappeared. He
is overwhelmed with work but
promises an announcement
here when he is ready.
Enquiries can be made to him
at tyeneil@yahoo.com / Tel: 678
398801
In regard to butchers in general
we note the excellence of the
independent butcher which
operates at Lidl in Jávea outside, but alongside, the Lidl
supermarket (external access
only).
Here you may order (but only
in December) game such as
pheasant & pintadeau (guineafowl / pintada). We find this
latter bird tastes better than
turkey.... and their smoked pork
chops are the best in town.

NEW gastro INFO
LEBANESE BREAD & TAHINI :
Gastronauts will be pleased to know
that Consum (Jávea) are now offering
genuine Lebanese pitta bread (now
in a rack in the panaderia section).
They report it is selling very well. We
are there weekly !
To complete your Lebanese dishes the
little supermarket next to Le Parisien
(by the old Deutsche Bank at Arenal)
is selling Lebanese Tahini. The
Lebanese (& Syrian) tahinis are the
only gastronomically valid tahinis on
the market. The Egyptian, Cypriot &
Israel etc. versions are poor imitatons
and need to be totally forgotten when
making Mtabal (Babaghanoush) or
Hommous etc. ! Make your own
hommous = 1000 times better than
the supermarket stuff !!
The “bible” for this superb cuisine
is Claudia Rhoden’s < A new book
of Middle Eastern Food > (Penguin
paperback).

THE VERY TOP OF THE CLASS
- for all true Gastronauts !
Restaurante BONAMB ** :
RESTAURANT
NOW
HAS
A
SECOND
MICHELIN
STAR.
Alberto was rewarded
by “La Academia Valenciana de
Gastronomía” with the title “Best
Valencian chef in 2015” and on the
27th of November, the Government
of Aragón rewarded him “Mejor
Cocinero de Aragón del año 20162017”. Situated on the Tarraula
roundabout at the end of Camí
Cabanes and the beginning of the
Benitachell/Golf Club road, BonAmb
offers a sophisticated and comfortable
interior and beautifully laid out
gardens and terraces and, it must
be said, the finest cuisine in Jávea.
Opened in July 2011 it has since been
rewarded with TWO Michelin stars
and, in November 2014, 2 “suns” of
the Spanish counterpart - the Guía
Repsol. This establishment has put
Jávea firmly “on the gastro-map”
completing the triangle of worldclass restaurants formed by Rodat

with excellent parking.
We wrote recently about this
significant re-opening where we
praised them for their charming
service and excellent food! The small
amuse-guele, of a baby burger, was
of a very high gastronomic order bravo ! This was followed by a filet
de boeuf (rare) with a sensational red
< Rebel-lia from the Vegalfaro Estate
(Requena) at €16 > (available from
Casa del Vino at Arenal) and frites
worthy of Belgium !!
Their
particular
speciality
is
barbecued meat of all kinds. Menudel-dia (midday) Tue-Fri from 13:00h
at €12 (choice of 2 starters, 2 mains
and 2 desserts). Weekend menu €18
(3 starters, 3 mains and 2 desserts).
We spent a delightful evening there
served very professionally and with
great charm by owner Kate and staff.
Every (summer) Sunday live music
from 18:30h with BBQ food available
(burgers & ribs).
f. Mon. Open 11:00h - late (kitchen
13-16h then 19-22:30h).Tel: 96 113
4466 / bookings@elcampo.casa

Restaurante
CHALET-SUIZO
Jesús Pobre road nr. Almendros.
Swiss restaurant offering wonderful
meat and fondues. Our visits have
been marvellous, up there with the
best of Jávea’s eating establishments.
The garden is beautiful (no-muzak),
the service excellent and the food
delicious. Prices of main courses cover
the whole menu (excl. pudding). Just
look at the number of cars outside should tell you all. Clearly you MUST
book ! Tel: 96 579 6813 / f. Sunday
Web : http://www.chalet-suizo.com
/ E-mail : info@chalet-suizo.com
Restaurante LE GOURMAND :
Carretera Jesús Pobre 202. In the
last 3-4 years Le Gourmand has
established itself in the affections
of the community as one of the very
best restaurants in the area. We have
organised group lunches there - a
success with everyone ! Away from
the Arenal beach they now flourish
and are admired amongst residents &
serious eaters. Very popular - booking
essential ! For summer there is a
large (but no longer “mostly” muzakfree) covered area in the garden.

Warning: They have occasional jazz
evenings during spring/summer and
a Jazz Lunch on Wednesdays. Menudel-día €17 (which changes every
Thursday). Ask to go on their mailing
list.Tel: 96 628.9686 / f. Sunday p.m.
& Monday / E-mail : legourmand.
javea@gmail.com
Restaurante at the JÁVEA
GOLF CLUB : A “Gastro” Golf
Club ?! Formerly one of Jávea’s best
kept secrets ? But why ? Do golfers
not eat ? But whatever….. please
forget the golf and come here to eat
!!! This establishment is under the
management of the former chef &
manager of El Rodat – José Manuel
Pina - and we have now visited it
several times. The menu-del-dia is
at €19.50. This is all of astonishing
quality. The view across to Montgó
from the (muzak-free) terrace is
sensational. All delightful. And try
the Buezo (red) from 2004 (Burgos)
- the finest wine I have tasted in 10
years (c.€23 a bottle). Tel: 96 579
1813 : Mob. 629 828438 / jmxabia@
hotmail.es

Restaurante MASENA (Jávea)
Go to the end of Cami Cabanes
road (behind La Caixa Bank) and
immediately left onto the Benitachell
(Golf Club) road.
A beautifully
appointed (Belgian-owned) very
high-class restaurant with great style.
Menu-del-dia €22.50 (slightly more
on Sundays).   Good meat a speciality,
notably their Châteaubriand and steak
cooked on hot stone. They are always
busy .... so must book! Excellent wine
list and consequently not as cheap as
it once was ... ! Muzak always turned
down on request. Here you will find
Valentin, the best Mâitre D’ in Jávea.
Tel : 96 579 3764 / f. Tues   Web : www.
restaurantemasena.com/index.php/
en/
Restaurante LA PLAZA No.6 :
in the “triangular square” (sic) opp.
Humpty Dumpty.   All-year-round
successful and delightful Germanowned
establishment
offering
excellent international cuisine (which
can even include a proper Wiener
schnitzel!). A favourite with residents
and in tranquil surroundings. Menu
del dia €12 (midday) & €19.50

evenings. Kitchen open till 23:30h.
Beware : live music (pm Thurs). 96
646 2314 /f. Monday / www.laplaza6.
com / oliver@laplaza6.net
Restaurante SOFIA’S : Avda. del
Pla 20, Jávea. Really delicious and
excellently prepared food. Muzak
now (mostly) tamed ! The Menu-deldía is one of the best, cost/quality,
that we know (currently Euros 14.50h
with a glass of wine - but available
on Thursday lunch only). From
Oct.2nd there is introduced, nightly,
an evening dinner at €23.50 incl. glass
of wine etc... High standards pervade
all their dishes and the restaurant is
beautifully appointed. Easy parking.
Tel: 96 646.2903 / Open 19:00 22:30h / f. Sun/Mon
Restaurante TOSCA : Arenal
beach, on the bridge overlooking the
creek and close to Jávea Parador.
Creative cooking. Approx. €35.00.
Very excellent Menu-del-día c.
€18.95.   Muzak here can be irritating
(they say they play it to cover the
noise from the kitchen !) - they also
turned it off. BYO is a good idea but

“corkage” is charged here at €9 so you
need to bring a VERY good bottle !!
Tel : 96 579.3145 / f. Monday midday
/ ferrantosca@hotmail.es
http://www.restaurantetosca.com
JÁVEA OLD TOWN
TAPAS etc.

We are trying to build up the details of
numerous interesting high quality eating
places in Jávea’s old town. Here are a
few of them concentrated close to the
church. You will need to visit them all to
decide which is your favourite - they are
of an excellent standard !

Restaurante LA CAJITA : C/
Finestrat 9, Jávea old town (walk
from the old man’s roundabout back
up towards the post office and take
the immediate small side street on the
right). You will be welcomed by Miguel
who is enjoying much praise for his
achievements. Booking required (3
days in advance). A reader writes :
“best steak tartare ever” ! We seek
further reports, please (although we
will visit very soon). Tel: 642 534939
/ E-mail: lacajitajavea@gmail.com

Bistro CASA GRAU : C/ Mayor 16,
Jávea old town. Warmly applauded
restaurant
offering
something
different with imaginative dishes
(just down the C/Mayor from
the Ayuntamiento).
Delicious
starters/tapas and excellent steaks.
Good value (but not cheap).
Open: tlj (11 – 16h & 18 – 23h)
96 579 2756   / casagrau@gmail.com
TAPAS BAR : ESSENCIA :
[UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT]
(formerly: Gastrobar Iberia, Old
Town), C/ San Buenaventura 9, Jávea
old town (down small street opposite
Town Hall’s tourist office): Superb
and marvellously creative dishes
(& tapas) served by beautiful owner
Michelle (perfect English). As well as
excellent tapas the Menu del dia (3+2
dishes) is €11.90 (pudding extra) is
marvellous and at the highest level.
White walls, bright multi-coloured
paintings. Under new management reports please ? 96 693 0352 / 674
490 831 michy.essencia@gmail.com

Restaurante
PARILLA de
CELLER : C/San.Bertomeu 2, Jávea
old town Down the small street opp.
the main doors of the church. Another
charming and successful restaurant
full of atmosphere. Warm reception.
English spoken. f.Sun. 96 579 3570 /
Restaurante TASCA LA REBOTICA
: C/San.Bertomeu 6, Jávea old town.
Down the small street opp. the main
doors of the church. Charming and
old-fashioned tapas bar with great
atmosphere (but rather loud muzak
but was turned down on request!).
English / German spoken. f. Sunday.
Wide range of excellent tapas. Further
reports, please. Tel: 96 646 1318
Restaurante VOLTA i VOLTA : C/
Santa Teresa 3, Jávea old town (down
the small street opp. the main doors
of the church). Reports indicate very
high quality & imaginative cuisine
in another charming environment.
f./Mon. Tel: 96 504 2823 / Mob:
635 678566 / E-mail: info@
voltaivoltarestaurant.com

EXCELLENT (c. €25-30 per
head)
Restaurante CALIMA : Jávea
port, Avda. Marina Española - on the
pedestrianized seafront. Next to PiriPiri. An imaginative and sometimes
rewardingly experimental cuisine.
Menu del dia €14.50 (Mon-Sat) /
Sun. €16.90.
Tel : 96 579 4821 / open daily.  
Email:
restaurantecalima@gmail.
com   www.restaurante-calima.com
Restaurante LA COCINA : leaving
Jávea port towards the old town - on
the corner of the last of row of shops
on left before petrol station. This
restaurant is acclaimed all over the
Jávea community. The food is truly
excellent, well presented and served
with charm and showing much flair.
Sugar-free puddings are available.
Adventurous regional Spanish &
international cuisine.
The wine
list is fascinating and very honestly
priced; it is also a challenge but do not
be intimidated as you will receive good
advice if needed ! Quality wines also
available by the glass. Open evenings

TUES–SAT from 19:00h.. From 1st
October LUNCHES are being served
(2-courses €15) on Tue/ Wed/ Thu &
Fri. Best ask to go on their mailing
list. Offers a GLUTEN-FREE menu
(and now brave enough to have
introduced vegan meals !!). Tel:
96 579.5140 / See MENU at web:
www.lacocinajavea.com /
info@
lacocinajavea.com : New FREE
PARKING opp. restaurant.
LA COCINA’s TAKE-AWAYS
“DELICIOSO” FROZEN MEALS
!! : These are now available directly
from the restaurant itself [Tues –
Saturday: 10-15h & from 19h]. An
excellent selection of main dishes &
puddings, deep-frozen, at about €5
each to be taken home. We’ve had
several so far – marvellous – and a
wonderful fall-back when you don’t
feel like cooking !
Restaurante EME & J. CARLOS
: Ctra.Cabo de la Nao-Pal 9 (Arenal
shopping area). Attractive restaurant
(close to Ferreteria Mata; opp.
Deutsche Bank). Their card says

“Arroces y Pescados”. We enjoyed
some tapas with friendly service.
Recent reports point to an excellent
quality of cuisine. Not cheap.
Tel: 96 579 5808
Restaurante TAPAS : < ES TAPA
TI > : Jávea Arenal beach front. We
greatly enjoyed our recent visit wonderful imaginative choices with
swift service. Excellent reports (also
sister restaurant in Denia). Part of
the Los Remos group. Tell us about
your visit ! 96 647 3127
info@
estapatijavea.com
http://www.
estapatijavea.com/
Restaurante EL GAUCHO :
Jesús Pobre road. This restaurant
has gained many plaudits under the
management of the excellent Pizzeria
Pepe (at Arenal) and offers an
especially worthwhile and attractive
restaurant (& terrace) especially for
the residents of Montgó. Superb meat
is their speciality. Continued good
reports. Excellent wine list though
water at €3 a bottle is rather “over
the top” ! Attentive & very friendly
service. Food delicious. Menu del

dia from €21 - €26 depending on dish
chosen (incl. ½ bottle wine). Beware:
occasional live music. Best to book.
Tel: 96 646.1338 / www.pizzeriapepa.
com
Restaurante LA PERLA de
JÁVEA (Arenal beach front,
right hand side). Menu-del-día
€17 (but from Tues-Friday only).
Outstandingly good reports have
been reaching us which supports
their now being listed in the Repsol
Guide.
Tel : 96 647 0772 / open daily / Web
: www.laperladejavea.com
Restaurante LOS REMOS de la
NÃO (Jávea, Arenal beach front)
: French owned, it has returned to
being one of the very best of the Arenal
beach restaurants. Lies at the extreme
right hand end of the bay on the edge
of the large car park overlooking the
beach. Fish a speciality.  Great views.
Menu del día €18. Now listed in the
Repsol Guide. Best to book. Tel : 96
647.0776 / f. Tues. E-mail: info@
restaurantelosremosjavea.com www.
restaurantelosremosjavea.com

AND in Jávea Port ... THREE
high quality establishments for
after the cinema (and they are
next door or close by) :
RESTAURANTE / BOUTIQUE
BAR BONAPATA (Jávea Puerto,
Av.Lepanto 2). New concept bar/
restaurant & delicatessen shop
offering excellent wines and Jamón
ibérico ... and, thus, receiving many
favourable comments. Owner Jesús
Alhambra has 15 years of restaurant
experience. Beautiful interior, good
terrace & friendly service. Muzak
slightly irritating but if too loud is
turned down upon request.
96 627 2206 / javea@bonapata.com
www.bonapata.com
Restaurante SOTAVENT : Cristo
del Mar 8, Jávea port. One beside
the other - two super establishments
(La Renda, above). Delightful and
charming location which is proving
a very big success with both national
and international communities.
Excellent dishes and a wide variety
of tapas. Attractive garden terrace at
the back.

Reports of marvellous menu-del-dia
here - at €13. Must book in season.
660 341226 / sotaventxabia@
hotmail.com
Lebanese cuisine !
Restaurante VARADERO : Under
new management. Opp. Miramar
Hotel in Jávea Puerto. Souraya brings
the marvellous Lebanese cuisine
to Jávea as additional features of her
normal menu. Currently offering :Fattoush, Mtabal (Babaghanoush),
Hommus, Kebbeh, Shish Taouk & real
Arab bread .. coming soon Shawarma
....with more promised .... 96 579
1683 / saborjavea@gmail.com
FAMILY RESTAURANTS /
GOOD & RELIABLE
(€€ 25 -40 per head)
Restaurante
AMANECER
c.300m on the right, along the ridge
of the headland going to the Cabo San
Antonio (off the summit of the JáveaDenia mountain road – the fire got
rather close !!). What a surprise to find
this restaurant now so wonderfully
refurbished with shaded pool-side

bar and eating area, comfortable
pool-side furniture and, within, an
elegant air-conditioned dining room.
During their visit the Southampton
Uni Symphony Orch. spent the
whole afternoon here and all spoke
very highly of how well they’d been
looked after. If you, or your relatives,
do not have a swimming pool here is
a place to have lunch and spend the
afternoon (with the grandchildren).
The dining area is large enough for
social functions yet still acceptable
for more intimate dining. Menudel-dia €11. Easy parking. A good
addition to the list. 96 579.0765 /
E-mail: info@restauranteamanecer.
es / www.restauranteamanecer.es
Restaurante ATTICO : Atop the
Hotel Jávea in the Jávea Puerto. This is
an entirely worthy establishment but
their small lift and my claustrophobia
prevents me rising to the excellent
and attractive restaurant in the lift to
the top of this hotel. Don’t hesistate both the food and the view are superb.
Tel: 96 579 5461 / E-mail:
visbalrobert@yahoo.es

CAFÉ AUSTRIACO – Café &
Bakery (Jávea; Arenal beach front).
This excellent bakery continues to
offer their superb bread/croissants &
gâteaux (and breakfasts) from 07:00h
daily. 96 647.1004 / open daily /
Another source of very excellent
bread is the (expensively-priced
and
muzak-infested)
Saladar
Supermarket.... But their Chapata
is unmatched.
OTHER BAKERIES : SALADAR
SUPERMARKET and also visit “Le
Parisien” coffee bar (next to Jávea’s
Deutsche Bank that was !). Less
delicious patisseries than previously.
Restaurante AZORIN :  Jávea
Port (in street behind Napoli).
Superb fish “a la plancha” (especially
sole) /chicken & chips. Menu del dia
€10.95. For over 20 years one of the
most popular family restaurants.
Kids love it. 96 579 4495 / closed
Saturdays.

Restaurante BACCHUS (Jávea) :
Pinosol-Cansalades road. Wonderful
quality.
The delightful owners,
Milena & Hector, have retained the
charm of this restaurant AND you
are still able to cook your excellent
steak on stone (or have their
Fondue). Must book (just look at the
cars outside !). Menus-del-día from
€23. 96 647.3096 / Sunday lunch
& weekday evenings only/ f. Mon. /
restbacchus@infocostablanca.
com / www.infocostablanca.com/
bacchus/
Restaurante CALA BANDIDA :
Esplanada del Puerto (Jávea). Up the
steps to their superb terrace where you
can sit and hear the sound of the sea
just below. Sadly, listening inwards
into the restaurant, this delightful
and natural sound is obliterated by
dreadful thumping muzak.
This
covers the whole exterior terrace and
can be heard also over 40m from the
restaurant thus ruining the whole
delight of a seaside eating experience!
That said both the service and the
food is often described as excellent

- although environment was noisy
(music lovers stay away). 96 579
1064 restaurante@calabandida.com
/ www.calabandida.com [ If you
wish to dine beside the sea - and
be muzak-free with only the
sounds of the waves - go to LA
CALETA (see page 28) or Mena
at Las Rotas]

Restaurante CASA de la PIZZA
II (Cristo del mar 12, Jávea Port:
formerly LA RENDA, next door to
the Jávea Cine Jayan & Sotavent).
Beautifully appointed restaurant
serving excellent Italian food.
Muzak very low. Please send us your
comments..... ? Very good for postcinema eating. 96 611 6665 /

Restaurante LA CASA DELLA
PASTA : (Ctra.Cabo de la Nao-Pal
27/ opp. Sofia’s). Dutch owned.
Probably the best Italian in town.
Outstanding and very popular Italian
restaurant with some delicious
starters and reasonably priced
Italian wines. Service is very good.
[Warning : both inside, and now in
the garden as well, you will encounter
dreadful muzak - screaming females
- and on both occasions we left].
Easy parking at the back. E-mail
contact has not been not possible so
we cannot tell them (readers please
tell them - ghastly muzak but the
food is excellent) !! 96 646 1347 /
www.lacasadellapastajavea.com
/
f.Sun+Mon.

Restaurante CASA de la PIZZA
(formerly L’Échalotte) : On Jávea
Costa Nova, beside the tennis /
pétanque club just before the La
Guardia cross roads. Reports very
good but we would like to know
more! Covered terrace behind. Good
parking.
Tel: 96 647.3364 / [ no web site ]
Restaurante
(formerly
LA
GALERA, next to Masena)
: Although informed that this
restaurant would not re-open in 2018
it seems to have done so but under
another new name. News later.
Rte/Bar
GUSTO.it
(Italian):
(Jávea, Arenal; next to former Kodak
shop and opp. Crème de la Crème

coffee/cake shop). A new venture by
two Italians with substantial dishes
& tapas (€3 - €10) - on site and to
take away. Excellent carbonara &
real pizzas made to your order !!! 662
576308 / massimilianocarletti@
live.it

we know of. Superb meat (take your
own Bearnaise, Redcurrant, Mint or
Horseradish sauces !). Large shaded
terrace. Mostly muzak-free. Menudel-día €18. 96 579.3620 / open daily
/ rtemezquidaxabia@hotmail.com
www.restaurantemezquida.com

Rte LUNGO MARE (Jávea, Arenal
beach front) : Italian restaurant –
appetizingly large portions (some can
be shared !). Low muzak (bravo !) and
very good & friendly service.  Often
fairly full (in spite of quite high prices)
so perhaps better to book.  Every aspect
of this restaurant has improved over
our last visit. We now recommend it
again ! Tel : 96 647.1196 / open daily
E-mail: javea@lapiemontesa.com /
www.lapiemontesa.com

Restaurante MONTGÓ : 2-3kms
along Jávea-Jesús Pobre road (on
left, with large stone tablet outside).
Amazing choice, good value both
for quantity/quality & well presented.
Excellent fish ‘n’ chips (along with
Azorin in the puerto). Menu-deldía c. €12.50. 96 579.5020 / f.Thur.
http://restaurantemontgo.es/
We remind readers of the slightly
more up-market establishment across
the road …. Closed in December until
mid January.

Restaurante MEZQUIDA : Main
road from Jávea old town towards
Arenal, on right side, just before
the SuperCor/Iceland roundabout
but after Sol-Mar offices. Pleasant
terrace and good ambience. Very
popular Spanish ‘family’ restaurant.
Serves the best Arroz negro (a
delicious rice and squid dish) that

Restaurante LOS ALMENDROS
del MONTGÓ : directly opposite
the above and for which there have
recently been some very good reports.
Stylish service - but a little slow when
it is full ! Tel : 96 579.0104 / f. Wed.
www.losalmendrosdelmontgo.com/?lang=en

Rte
PIRI-PIRI:
Excellent/
imaginative (copious) ‘tapas’. Widely
praised and popular with residents
(and one of our favourites). On
the port’s pedestrianised seafront, leading from the bridge.
Arrive early for lunch, but best to
book.  Excellent Menus-del-día
€11.50 (w/ends €14.50). Charming
host & very professional. Beware:
Often shares jazz with neighbour
Colima on Thurs. Closed Jan/Feb. for
holidays. 96 579.4745 / barpiripiri@
hotmail.com f. Sun.pm & Mon..
Restaurante PIZZERIA PEPA
: Jávea: Arenal beach front (nr.
middle). Spanish; excellent value,
swift service. Pizza takeaway.
VERY efficient, popular with good
atmosphere; muzak low; must book
! Menu-del-día €16. The best quickservice “family” restaurant
at the beach. But beware when
ordering water : bottle arrived at
the table opened and was charged at
€2.90 - both unacceptable.
Tel : 96 579.2572 / open daily /
E-mail : info@pizzeriapepa.com
http://www.pizzeriapepa.com

LA ROMANTICA Bar - Rte Arenal.
German owned and run. In the
alleyway behind Humpty Dumpty
newsagents and the British football
bar (Legends). Serves appealingly
different menus & tapas-style snacks.
We enjoyed our visit. Best to book by
phone (because opening hours seem
to be erratic)!! 635 195814 / f. Wed.
gerda2407@gmail.com
/ http://
la-romantica.es/information/
Restaurante
EL
SECRETO
del TOMATE : Ctra.Jávea-Gata
Km4 (on left approaching the
crematorium). Owner Kiko (lawyer
from Valencia)…. Recent excellent
report from a reliable source wrote
“.....we found it excellent. We went
early, the owner was charming
(fluent in English), the restaurant
itself and the surroundings are
delightful. Good Spanish red wine
list. Strongly recommended; we will
return.” Busy from 22:00h onwards.
Go earlier! Justly praised for their
home grown herbs & vegetable
garden. Excellent meats on the garden
grill. 96 646.2646 / 616 733083 / :
elsecretodeltomate@gmail.com

Rte
LA
TAGLIATELLA:
Jávea, Arenal beach front (close to
Lungo Mare). Light and elegant
decoration ! We still wait to hear that
their service has improved. High-ish
prices so that Lungo Mare remain
ahead of this establishment. 96
647.2984 / www.latagliatella.es / 7/7
Restaurante TULA : Very close to
Arenal main car park, Jávea (opp.
entrance to Mas-y-Mas). The menu
looks adventurous and the prices
reasonable on top of which we have
had 3 very positive reports. We hope
their website will become more clear.
Reports welcome, please. 96 647 1745
/ f. Sun pm & Mon. E-mail: info@
tularestaurante.com
ARENAL BEACH BREAKFASTS
/ COFFEE BARS & BAKERIES :
BREAKFASTS at Jávea’s Arenal
beach: For those looking for a
breakfast of some quality on the sea
front – especially what is known
as a “Full English”. We previously
recommended the old Champagne
Bar (now refurbished and with a new

name ?) - not forgetting the Parador
buffet especially on Sundays (an
enormous spread at €18) ?
CAFETERIA
LE PARISIEN (Horno y pasteleria
artesanal) :
Opposite Humpty
Dumpty at Jávea’s Arenal shopping
area. Reports tell us there are far less
delicious patisseries and sweetmeats
than before.
Muzak quieter than
previously.
Chairs / tables on
pavement. 96 579 3462 / 638 339898
/
elparisienjavea@hotmail.com
Under new management : quality
reported as slipping .
Bar/Rte LAS OLAS : on the Cabo
de la Nao road, on the right, half way
between CAIXA BANK (formerly
Barclays) & the Ferreteria PLA48.
Recent visits have shown that their
standards are regularly good again....
a visitor reported a superb Osso Bucco
....(a new chef, perhaps ?). Recently
we enjoyed an excellent paella. The
mass of cars parked outside tells us
something (this is a “brickie” bar, but
a good one !). Awful TV noise - best sit
outside. Comments welcome, please.

EASTERN RESTAURANTS
(Jávea) :
JAPANESE
SUKI - Restaurante Japonés
At Arenal in the old Mas-y-Mas
supermarket building (between the
Wok Shop and the garage). Ignorant
of this cuisine we are fairly sure that
aficionados will find its dishes very
“tasty” (excuse that awful word - no
harm intended !). Open-buffet style
menu = order whatever and as
much as you wish for a sort of
menu-del-dia at approx. €13.50 (incl.
refreshment). 666 339916. Open
24/7.
NEPALESE (Indian?)
RESTAURANTS

Being largely ignorant of Indian
cuisine we have wondered why
these next few restaurants are
talked about over and above all
other (Indian? style) restaurants
and two are listed at Trip Advisor
higher than the other Indian
restaurants. We can only assume it
must be the Nepalese influence and
the reputation of Northern Indian
cuisine ! Go and try them.

Restaurante BUDDHA PALACE
: Arenal shopping area - moved across
the road into the old Shanghai - right
across from Humpty Dumpty (larger
premises) on way to the tennis club.
Always a most enjoyable experience
although prices have been rising..... !
96 579 2894 / buddhapalace1@gmail.
com / Open: tlj
The same family of owners (as
Buddha Palace above) operate in
Jávea port :Restaurante CURRY
PALACE : just after Bar Clavo and
the new gardens with the high wall.
Take away service. Excellent reports.
A good post-cinema stop ! Recently
found it packed so try booking ! Open:
tlj. 96 579.2907 /palacecurry@gmail.
com
Restaurante GURKHA PALACE
: Avda. Jaime 1, No.8 in Jávea port.
Fine food with good ambience. Take
away service. Menus del dia : €9.50
& €11.99. Tel: 96 579. 3331 / f. Tues.
midday.

Restaurante EVEREST SPICE
(Costa Nova): Another Nepalese
restaurant with charming décor.
Situate at the top of road up from
Saladar to Costa Nova Panorama just
after the hairpin bend and over the
top on the left on the road towards
La Guardia and Granadella. Pleasant
atmosphere & beautiful gardens (the
awful imitation lawn/carpet is still
there !!). We had good reports and
have now attended a very successful
group lunch involving a wide range of
excellent dishes - but be warned the
menu-del-dia on an earlier occasion
was dull and dry. Considerate and
friendly service. Take-away service is
available. Low muzak - but wouldn’t
a sitar be better! 96 577.0230 /
everestspicejavea@gmail.com
THAILAND
Restaurante PAD THAI : Same
family as own Buddah Palace (who
have moved across the road into the
old Shanghai opp. Humpty). A new
addition for Arenal. If this family can
be trusted then this, too, will be a good
experience but, for the moment, it is

too early to judge. My Nasi Goreng
(Indonesian!!) was not up to the
usual standard of this owner. We are
not yet convinced. Further reports
welcome, 96 577 9824 / 602 834351
padthaijavea@gmail / 7/7
CHINESE
Restaurante < The WOK BUFFET
> : Jávea (On roundabout opp. the
CAIXA Bank (formerly Barclays).
Recently re-furbished. Very good for
families and with an extensive choice
of shellfish included in their superbargain price. Eat all you like for
€11.95 (€6.95 for kids under 7).
Go early (12:30h for lunch, 19:30h
for dinner) when the huge spread
is at its best. Attentive service. No
muzak.
A bit of a “canteen” ambience but
this is a high quality “fill-up” if you
are hungry and/or are feeding hordes
of kids. 96 579.7016 / daily 12-24h.

FISH - JÁVEA & Denia (from Euros
25.00 per head) :
Restaurante
AMARRE
152 (Jávea) : literally “Mooring
152”, tranquil situation by the
bobbing boats at the very head of the
mooring creek that goes inland from
the Parador.
Menus del dia €20 (fish). Excellent
for rice/fish dishes. A recent visit
showed them on good form. : 96
579.0629 / f. Monday http://www.
verema.com/restaurantes/36008amarre-152-xabia-javea
AMARRE TAPAS : along the Jávea
seafront nearly opposite La Siesta.
Reports are still not encouraging. This
is in no way up to the same standard
as their excellent restaurant (above).
Service was over-familiar and the
muzak atrocious (drowning out the
sound of the sea; we were told the
screaming female gave “ambiance” –
my foot !). For music-hating tourists
only.

AND ANOTHER TIP for FISH
& CHIPS: For excellent FISH
& CHIPS try THE INN on the
GREEN (Bowling Club on the Jávea
- Benitachell road) !!
Restaurante LA CALETA : Avda.
Ultramar 114, Jávea (Cala Blanca).
Excellent, but simple, fish etc. On
the rocks at the southern end of
Jávea bay with just the noise of the
sea (unpolluted by muzak !). (open
May - late Sept). 96 647 1337
Restaurante LA CANTINA DE
JAVEA : Situate right in front of
the fishing fleet parking area in
Jávea’s port (on the ground floor
right around the back (left side) of
the one storey building by the fishing
boats). Clientele is very Spanish.
Occasionally the best Patatas Bravas
in Jávea ! Often very busy so go early
(say 12:30h). Very good prices. Fish
menus consist of the catches of the
day. They are serving all day long
(and usually even after the cinema).
Muzak free - but not TV free. 96 579
2190 / open tlj : 7/7.

Restaurante MENA :  Wonderful
position situate right on the rocks
at the end of the Las Rotas road
(go over Jávea / Montgó road to
Denia and turn hard right at bottom
roundabout).  Big improvements here
and now no muzak….. Excellent fish ...
so definitely worth a visit… Best to book
as busy at lunchtime. 96 578.0943 / f.
evenings / dangelmena@gmail.com
http://mena.restaurantesok.
com/aquiok/detallrest.
jsp?id=547&prov=Alicante
...or drive on a little further and
there’s another good restaurant (Ca
Nano: 96 643 0905) right at the
end on the right.
Rte SUR (at GRANADELLA
BEACH):
...at
the
beautiful
Granadella creek (down off the Cabo
de la Nao and the No.1 beach of the
Marina Alta); certainly the best
fish restaurant in Jávea (they own
their own boat and sometimes have
an extraordinary variety !). Our
absolute favourite for fish and a
beautiful location. Sensational puds
! Highly rated (7½/10) in Spain’s

Gastronomía Guide. Best to book.
Tel : 96 577.1612  / July/Aug daily
10-22h / otherwise open lunch only
(closed mid-Dec - end Feb). http://
www.restaurantesur.com/
FISH ITEM (retail)!
Outside the Ermita supermarket (by
the little church on the Jávea to Jesús
Pobre road) at 10:00h on a Saturday
morning is to be found an enterprising
Dutchman (Arjen) who is selling
fresh martjes, smoked eel, roll-mops,
smoked mackerel, buckling (a herring
smoked whole – as opposed to kippers
which are smoked flat), smoked trout
and potted shrimps ……. There are
no further frozen HERRINGS for the
moment due to change of supplier
in Holland. Orders to : 667 997300
(every Sat. morning from 10:00h) or
argentocorazon@gmail.com
[ Xavi with his excellent meat counter
has left and set up on his own at
Las Marinas (Denia) ]. Arjen is in
MORAIRA on Thursdays 10 14h at Tabaira – Palco.
At the NTV Club in Denia on
Wednesday; at the Fustera
supermarket on Friday.

REFURBISHMENT:
Now
a
“beach bar” serving Fish ‘n’
Chips ! INCODNITO:
Jávea,
Arenal beach, on main car park. It is
not usual for such an establishment
to find its way onto this list but it
has proved to be very reliable with
both fresh fish and chips of excellent
quality and now has undergone a
refurbishment making it an attractive
place to stop and eat on the premises.
96 577.0068 / f. Sunday.

Great crêpes but the Panacotta was
tiny and inadequate. Well-heeled
clientele. Approaching Jesus Pobre
from the Jávea-Gata road take the 2nd
left before entering the village and it
is on the left corner at the top of this
short street. English spoken. Must
book. Tel: 96 575.6285.

JESÚS POBRE
Restaurante
LA
TASCA
:
Charming Italian owner – set in an
attractive courtyard.

“Tranquillity lubricates the soul,
muzak destroys it” (Spike Milligan)

As it was full we found the service
under strain. There is muzak but,
mercifully, not in the courtyard. The
lentil soup was superb. Renowned
for meat cooked on an open-grilled
fire yet all choices were reasonably
priced but were all of cheaper
cuts except for the CHULETON
(T-bone) at over €30/kg but this is
the reason for going to La Tasca !

PLEASE TELL US
ABOUT YOUR EXPERIENCES IT HELPS EVERYONE

“Like a loathsome monster, muzak
spreads its tentacles wider and wider”
(John Humphrys, BBC Radio 4)
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